FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Resonetics Announces Partnership with Chamfr
Company offers components online to help shorten the development cycle
Nashua, N.H. (January 3, 2019) – Resonetics announced today that it will offer medical device
components online through Chamfr Marketplace. This new way of purchasing Resonetics’
components provides design engineers with rapid delivery, helping to shorten the overall time it
takes to build a medical device.
The company will start its offering with laser-cut hypotubes and will expand the offering in the
coming months. All components available for purchase online are in-stock and ship within 24 hours.
“We recognize that speed and innovation are crucial to the success of a new product launch,” said
Tom Burns, CEO at Resonetics. “By leveraging Chamfr’s new marketplace, we can respond to our
customer’s needs quicker and more effectively.”
“Connecting engineers with medical component manufacturers at their point of need in the most
efficient way possible is Chamfr’s mission,” stated Julie Schulte, Chamfr CEO. “We believe this further
enables our industry to build more medical devices that save and enhance lives, faster.”

About Resonetics
Founded in 1987, Resonetics is a pioneer in laser micro manufacturing and is focused exclusively on
the life sciences industry. The company designs its own laser workstations to solve complex
manufacturing challenges. Resonetics also offers thin-wall, metal tubing, precious metal
components and state-of-the-art processing of nitinol devices. Resonetics is built for speed with
dedicated prototyping and process development teams in five locations The company is ISO
13485:2016 certified with facilities in the U.S., Costa Rica, Israel and Switzerland.. Learn more at
www.resonetics.com.

About Chamfr
Chamfr is a new medical device focused multi-vendor marketplace where engineers and buyers can
access hundreds of components for their medical device innovations. The one stop shop offers
polyimide and thermoplastic tubing, standard SS and PTFE coated mandrels, balloons and catheters,
sutures, surgical needles and more. All components are in-stock and ready to ship in 24 hours.
Learn more at Chamfr.com.
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